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A Method for Assessing
the Software Engineering Capability
of Contractors
Abstract: This document provides guidelines and procedures for assessing the
ability of potential DoD contractors to develop software in accordance with modem
software engineering methods. It includes spl-:ific questions and a method for
evaluating the results. ,I

General Introduction
The purpose of this document is to facilitate objective and consistent assessments of the
ability of potential DoD contractors to dovelop software in accordance with modem software
engineering methods. Such assessments would be conducted either In the pre-solicitation
qualification process, in the formal source selection process, or both. While this doc~ument
Is Intended to guide the assessment of a contractor's overall software engineering capability,
it can also be valuable in the assessment .",a specific project team's software engineering
capability.
Alternatively, this document can be used as an aid to software development organizations in
conducting an internal as issment cf their own softvare engineering capability. The document is designed to help An assessment team define the highest priorldy steps for the Improvement of an organization's capability.
Because an understanding of proper software engineering practice is only now developing,
standard, well-accepted measures do not yet exist. The assessment questions listed in the
body of this .)•cum,'nt are phrased so that an affirmative answer indicates that an organization has a desirable characteristic. Some of the questions pertain to advanced concepts
of software engineering that may not yet be sufficiently refined or disseminated to be incorporated in a contractor's standard practice; therefore, not all assessment questions need be
answered affirmatively for an organization to be considered to have a modern software engineering capability.
The capability of a contractor to perform software engineering has been divided into three
areas:
1. organization and resource management
2. software engine.)rlng process and its management
3. tools and technology.
The qualities that the questions assess are different for each of these areas acnd are described in the introductions to the questions for each area.
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A full assessment of software engineering capability' Includes some evaluation of the experience level of the software development personnel. Addendum A contains suggested questions for use Inthis evaluation.
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General Approach
This gukieline was developed, at the request of the United States Air Force, by the Software
Engineering Institute of Carnegie Mellon University with assistance from The MITRE Corporation. The motivation for this work was the increasing importance of software in DoD
procurements and the need of all the services to more effectively evaluate the abiity of their
software contractors to competently perform on software engineering contracts.
A structured assessment approach has been developed to augment the current contractor
evaluation methods. The primary objective has been to provide a standardized method that
is documented, publicly available for review and comment, and periodically modified as experience is gained with its use.
A further objective is to provide a public process which is defined in advance and for which
the contractors can prepare. This aasessment guide has therefore been designed to assist
software nrganizations In identifying areas wh-ýre they should make improvements in their
own capabilities. As contractors improve their ability to meet the needs of the services for
quality software, the services will improve their ability to serve the national interest by
awarding contracts to those with the best capability.
Assessment methodology is based on the principal that prior experience is a good predictor
of future performance. Since there are exceptions to this principle, the guidelines suggest
that procurement evaluations using this method consider both current capability and future
plans for software process Improvement.
This method should be used to augment the many steps currently involved in source selection. While the questionnaire structure provides i relatively simplistic numerical evaluation,
it 31so Indicates the strong and weak areas of a contractor's software process. This will
provide the services with more Information on which to base their procurement decisions.
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Technical Approach
The assessment process Is focused 4n defining and clarifying the positive attributes of good
software engineering practices. It *s further recognized that the state-of-the-practice of software engineering Is steadily advancing and that additional criteria and a higher level of expectation will be appropriate for judging software engineering capability In the future.
Assessment questions are based on the following premises:
e The quall,1 of a software product stems, in large part, from the quality of the
process used to create it.
9 Software engineering Is a process that can be managed, measured, and
progressively Improved.
9 The quality of a software process is affected by the technology used to support
it.
e The level of technology used in software engineering should be appropriate to
the maturity of the process.
* Software products developed by contractors for DoD use are ccquired under
contracts Invoking DoD-STD-2167/A, Defense System Software Development,
as tailored for each contract.
To provide a structure for assessment, five levels of process matuilty and two stages of
technology advancement have been postulated. (See Addenda B and C.)

Process Maturity Levels

O

1. Initial: The initial environment has ill-defined procedures and controls. The
organization does not consistently apply software engineering management to
the process, nor does it use modem tools and technology. Level 1 organizations may have serious cost and schedule problems.
2. Repeatable: At Level 2, the orgpaL.ation has generally learned to manage
costs and schedules, and the pIocess is now repeatable. The organization
uses standard methods and practices for managing software development activitles such as cost estimating, scheduling, requirements changes, code
changes, and status reviews
3. Defined: In Level 3, the process Is well characterized and reasonably well
understood. The organization defines its process in terms of software engineering standards and methods, and It has made a series of organizational
and methodological improvements. These specifically include design and
code reviews, training programs for programmers and review leaders, and Increased organizational focus on software engineering. A major improvement
in thi- phase is the establishment and staffing of a software engineering process group that focuses on tha software engineering process and the adequac%,
with which it is implemented.
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4. Managed: In Level 4, the process Is not only understod but It Is quantified,
measured, and reasonably well controlled. The orga'ilzatlon typically bases
Its operating decisions on quantitative process data, and conducts extensive
analyses of the data gathered during software engireering reviews and tests.
Tools are used Increasingly to control and manage the design process as well
as to support data gathering and analysis. The, organization is learning to
project expected errors with reasonable accuracy.
5. OptimIzed: At Level 5, organizations have not only achieved a high degree of
control over their process, they have a major focus on Improving and optimIzIng Its operation. This includes more sophisticated analyses of the error and

cost data gathered during the process as well as the Introduction of compreheruulve error cause analysis and prevention studies. The data on the process
are used Iteratively to Improve the prncess and achieve optimum performance.
Software Technology Stages
a A. Inefficient: Multiple Implementations may be available and the practice may
be In widespread use, but the technology Is no longer effective. An organkzation that primarily employs inefficient software development technology Is
likely to be Ineffective In developing software. Moreover, at this technology
stage some Important software engineering practices are not practical In large,
complex developments.
e B. Basic: Multiple Implementations are available, and they have been demonstrated to be effective. An organization that primarily employs basic software
development technologies Is likely to be moderately effective and, depending
upon the maturity of Its process, reasmnably consistent in Its performance.

*
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Usage Guide
This document Is Intended for use by DoD development and procurement organizations to
assess contractors software engineering capabilities. When used as part of the formal DoD
systems acquisition process, the questions are furnished, for Information purposes, to potentlal contractors with the Request for Proposal (RFP). A qualified assessment team then
visits each contractor to obtain responses to the assessment questions and assure accuracy
and consistency of Interpretation. The as.iessment results are included in the source selection process as Information for the Source Selection Advisory Council.
The effectiveness of an assessment Is critically dependent on the process used In the assessment and on the background and training of the personnel conducting it. The following
guidelines are recommended for use oy procurement agencies for incorporating software
capability assessment3 Into the source selection process.

1. Materials
The following basic documents are to be used:
e OA Method for Assessing the Software Engineering Capability of
Contractors"
* the Assessment Recording Form (Addendum D)
* the guideline for further questions (Addendum E)
*

arailable training guides and materials.

2. RFP Content
When assessment results will be considered in source selection, a statement
of this fact and the above materials must be included with the Request for

Proposal.
3. General Aessasment Procedure
The answers to the assessment questions are not submitted with the proposal
but are provided to an assessmcnt team that visits each contending contractor
during the proposal evaluation period. Using the follow-up questions in Addendum E as a guide, the assessment team clarifes what is meant by the
responses to the questionnaire. Normally, at least three working days should
be scheduled for an assessment to allow for reviewing the questions, obtainIng and discussing back-up material, demonstrating support tools, and
presenting conclusions. A siuigle assessment team should visit all of the contending contractors to assure consistent interpretation of both the questions
and the results.
4. Selection of Assessment Team Members
The assessment team must have a mix of talents. Experienced professionals
are required, Includhig professionals knowledgeable in the software development process, the technology, the application area, and the specific procurement. All team members must have been trained in the assessment process.

7
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5. Assesnent Training
The training program Involves several days of classroom ir-struction to review
the assessment questionnaire in detail and discuss the materials and support
tools that should b6 available to demonstrate performance for each question.
6. Contractor Prepa atlon for Assessment
While making advance arrangements, the assessment team should ask each
contractor to provlde a listing of the major software development projects at
the location, together with a brief indication of their status (e.g., design, implementation, development test, acceptance test). Projects recommended for assessment should also be noted. The assessment team and the contractor
should agree In advance on several projects, In different stages of development and indicative of the standard practice In the organization, so that
representatives of these projects can be available for participation in the assessment.
7. Conduct of the Assessment
An on-site assessment begins with a briefing explaining the assessment process to the local management and the assessment participants and confirming
the planned support for the assessment. The assessment team then goes
through the questionnaire with the project representatives as a group, ensuring consistent intgrpretation of the questions and obtaining an Initial set of answers for each project Based on these Initial results, the team makes a
preliminary assessment of the organization's process maturity levei and technoiogy stage and then requests back-up materials and tool demonstrations to
support the affirmative answers that determine the highest likely level and
stage. For example, if the preliminary Ovaluation results (see the following
section) Indicate that an organization is at maturity level 3, the major focus
should be directed to probing the affirmative responses to the maturity level 2
and 3 questions. In each case, the team should request evidence for a specific project at an appropriate phase of development.
8. Assessment Conclusion
At the end of the assessment, the local management should be !nformed of
the findings and given an opportunity to offer evidence to refute any disputed
findings and to explain their plans for process Improvemert. Where such
plans are material to the procurement, they should be documented and made
part of the contract It Is important that the process be completely open because the complexity of the subject matter and the lack of common terms for
many of the process elements could lead to confusion and misunderstanding.
9. Utilization of Results
The results of the assessmcnts will be made available to the Source Selection
Advisory Ccruncii for consideration prior to final source selection.

8
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Guidelines for Evaluation of Results
The questions In the body of this document have been designed to require only a "yes" or
"no" answer. The method of evaluation presented here incorporates all the questions in this
document except those in Addendum A. The questions in Addendum A are provided to assist in the assessment of a contractor's experience relevant to a particular procurement.
Level of Process Maturity
To determine a contractor's level of process maturity, the following procedure is used. This
procedure requires successive qualifications at each level.
1. Determine the percentage of affirmative answers tc, all Level 2 questions and
to the asterisked questions for Level 2. If the percentage" of affirmative answers to all questions is at least 80% and the percentage of affirmative answers to asturisked questions is at least 90%, the organization has qualified at
Level 2; otherwise, It Is at Level 1. If Level 2 is achieved, go on to the next
step.
2. Determine the percentage of affirmative answers to all Level 2 and 3 questions combined and to the asterisked questions for Levels 2 and 3 combined.
Again, if the percentage of affirmative answers io all questiors is at least 80%
and tho percentage of affirmative answers to asterisked questions is at least
90%, the organization qualifies at Level 3, otherwise, it is at Level 2. If it
qualifies at Level 3, this procedure Is repeated combining Level 2, 3, and 4
answers, again requiring 80% for all questions and 90% for asterisked questiors. :f the orgarization qualifies at Level 4, the assessment for Level 5 combines Level 2, 3, 4, and 5 answers, again using 80%/6 and 90% as the criteria.
3. Determine the level for the organization as a whole by averaging the levels of

the projects assessed.
Software Technology Stages
To determine the technology stage of an organization, a similar procedure is used.
1. Determine the percentage of affirmative answers to all Stage B questions and
to the asterisked questions for Stage B. If the percentage of affirmative answers to all questioi is Is at least 80% and the percentage of affirmative answers to asterisked questions is at least 90%, the organization has qualified at
L
Stage B; otherwise, it is at Stage A.
2. Determine the level for the organization as a whole by averaging the levels of
the projects assessed.

*

Combined Process end Technology Evaluation
By placing the levels of process maturity and the stages of technology In a two dimensional
matrix, an evaluation can now be made that combines both of these measures. Figure 1

"Thresholdpercentages have been arbitrarily established to promote consistency and objectivity.
9
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presents process levels on the x-axis and technology stages on the y-axis, and Indicates the
target region toward which an organization should progress.
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Figure 1: Process/Technology Matrix
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Qualifying Considerations
As previously noted, the practice of software ongineering is not only complex but is still
evolving and Is not yet fully defined. In uaing a specific procedure to assess software engineering capability, some qualifying factors should be considered.
It is recognized that there may be alternative methods to address a given problem, and it is
possible that there may be acceptable alternatives to some of the positions taken in this
document. Therefore, it is essential that this instriment be used by a competent and adequately trained assessment team if meaningful results are to be obtained. The SEI intends
to provide, on a continuing basis, training and/or training materials to facilitate the training of
assessment teams.
The process activities and data referred to in the quest!ons are used as indicators of software engineering capab;lity and are assumed to be of value to the intemal operations of an
organization that develops/mairitains significant amounts of DoD software. It is not intended
that either the process activities or data be identified as deliverable items in a procurement
contract solely because they are referenced in this document. The cost-effectiveness of
these activities may vary with different organizations; but available evidence clearly indicates that in the context of total life-cycle cost and performance, investment in these activities Is well justified. In this document, software engineering capability is assumed to include
the ability to perform large and complex software developments; therefore, the assessment
process may not be fully applicable to small projects.

10
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The authors of this document have established, on the basis of extensive experience in software development and acquisition, that the state-of-practice is measurable and that this
state can be compa:'ed to a norm. This Instniment will be used Initially to establish the
norm. The SEI Intends to continue monitoring the use and evolution of this methodology to
Insure that it Is consistent with best current software engineering practice and technology
and to correct, whenever possible, those areas where its misuse may be causing problems.
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Questions
In order to achieve clarity in the questions, many of the terms used have been given specific
explanatory definitions In the glossary at the end of this document. Each use of a glossary
term in the Ouestions section Is italicized. Adherencs to these definitions is essential for
proper and consistent assessments. There Is no significance to the order of the questions.

1. Organlzation and Resource Management
This section deals with functional responsiblitles, personnel, and other resources and facilities. Its purpose is to define the magnitude, quality, and structure of the software engineering organization. The questions focus on responiibilities and the quality and quantity of
resources.
The major responsibility concerns relate to quality assurance, process management, and
configuration control. The Intent is to ascertain whether these functional responsibilities are
clearly delineated and assigned, not necessarily that an individual is assigned full time to
each.

1.1. Organizational Structure
1.1.1.

For each project involving software developrrent. is there a designated software
manae•?

1.1.2.

Does the project software manager report dimctly to the project (or project
development) manager?
Does the Software Quality Assurance (SQA) function have a management reporting channel separate from the software developr-ent project management?
Is them a designated individual or team responsible for the control of software
interfaces?

1.1.3.
u
1.1.4.
1.1.5.
1.1.6.

Is software system engineering represented on the system design team?
Is there a software configuration control function for each project that involves
software development?

1.1.7.

Is there a software engineering process group function?

1.2. Resources, Personnel, and Training
The questions on resources concern software engineering training, process training, and
adequacy of the support facilities.
1.2.1.

Does each software developer have a private computer-supported
workstationrterminal?

13

The answere to the questions should reflect standard organizatonal practice.
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1.2.2.

Is there a required training program for all newly appointed development managers
designed to familiarize them with software project management?

1.2.3.

Is there a required software engineering training program for software developers?

1.2.4.

Is there a required software engineering training program for first-line supervisors
of software development?

1.2.5.

Is a formal training program required for design and code review leaders?

1.3. Technology Management
The questions on technology management relate to the mechanisms used to introduce and
control now technologies.
1.3.1.

Is a mechanism used for maintaining awareness of the state-of-the-art in software
engineering technology?

1.3.2.

Is a mechanism used for evaluating technologies used by the organization versus
those externally available?

1.3.3.

Is a mechanism used for deciding when to insert new technology into the 'evelopment process?
Is a mechanism used for managing and supporting the introduction of new technologies?
Is a mechanism used for identifying and replacing obsolete technologies?

1.3.4.
1.3.5.

d
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2. Software Engineering Process and its Management
This seclon concerns the scope, depth, and completeness o! the software engineering
process and how the process is measured, managed, and improved. The major topics are
standards and procedures, metrics, data management and analysis, and process control.

2.1. DocuJmented Standards and Procedures
The standards and procedures questions address the scope and usage of conver,tions, formats, procedurus, and documentaton during the various software development phases, i.e.,
requirements, design, code, and test.
2.1.1.

Does the software organization use a standardized and documented software devei'opment process on each project?

2.1.2.

Does the stanard software development process documentabon describe the use
of tools and techniques?

2.1.3.

Is aformal procedureused in the management review of each software development prior to making contractual commitments?

2.1.4.

Is aformalprocedureused to assure periodic management review of the status of
each software development project?

2.1.5.

Is there a mechanism for assuring that software subcontractors, if any, follow a
disciplined software developmnt process?
Are standardsused for the content of software development fies/folders?

2.1.6.
2.1.7.

For each projet are independent audits conducted for each step of the software
development process?

2.1.8.

Is a mechanism ý.sed for assessing existing designs and code for reuse in new

applications?
2.1.9.

Are coding standardsapplied to each software development project?

2.1.10.

Are standardsapplied to the preparation of unit test cases?

2.1.11.

Are code maintainability standardsapplied?

2.1.12.

Are internal design review standardsapplied?

2.1.13.

Are code review standardsapplied?

2.1.14.

Is aformalprocedure used to make estimates of software size?

2.1.15.

Is aformalprocedure used to produce software development schedules?

2.1.16.

Areformalproceduresapplied to estimating software development cost?

2.1.17.

Is a mechanism used for ensuring that the software design teams understand each
software requirement?

2.1.18.

Are man-machine interface standardsapplied to each appropriate software development project?

The an1wers to the questions should reflect standard organizational practice.
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2.2. Process Metrics
The process metrics questions focus on the degree to which the software engineering process Is quantified and measured. Typical metrics concern software quality, the amount of
code developed, resources used, and such progress Indicators as review coverage, test
coverage, and test completion.
2.2.1.

Are software staffing profiles maintained of actual staffing versus planned staff-

ing?
2.2.2.

Are profiles of software size maintained for each software configuration item, over
time?

2.2.3.

Are statistics on software design errors gathered?

2.2.4.

Are statistics on software code and test errors gathered?

2.2.5.

Are design errors projected and compared to actuals?

2.2.6.

Are code and test c;rrs projected and compared to actuals?

2.2.7.

Are profiles maintained of actual versus planned software units designed, over
time?

2.2.8.

Are profiles maintained of actual versus plamed software units completing unit
testing, over time?

2.2.9.

Are profiles maintained of actual versus planned software units integrated, over
time?

2.2.10.

Are target computer memory utilization estimates and actuals tracked?

2.2.11.

Are target computer throughput utilization estimates and actuals tracked?

2.2.12.

Is target computer I/O channel utilization tracked?

2.2.13.

Are design and code review coverages measi-Ii and recurded?

2.2.14.

Is test coverage measured and recorded for each phase of functional testing?

2.2.15.

Are the action items resulting from design reviews tracked to closure?

2.2.16.

Are software trouble reports resulting from testing tracked to closure?

2.2.17.

Are the action items resulting from code reviews tracked to closure?

22.218.

Is test progress tracked by deliverable software component and compared to the

4

plan?
2.2.19.

Are profiles maintained of software build/release content versus time?

4

2.3. Data Management and Analysis
Data management deals with the gathering and retention of process metrics. Data management requires standardized data definitions, data management facilities, and a staff to ensure that data is promptly obtained, properly checked, accurately entered into the database,
and effectively managed.

16
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Analysis deals with the subsequent manipulation of the process data to answer questions
such as, "is there is a relatively high correlation between error densities found in test and
those found In use?* Other types of analyses can assist in determining the optimum use of
reviews and resources, the tools most needed, testing priorities, and needed education.
Has a managed ard controlled process databasebeen estpblished for process
2.3.1.
metrics data across a. projects?

2.3.4.

Are dfe review data gathered during design reviews analyzed?
Is the error data from code reviews and tests analyzed to determine the likely
distritbution and characteristics of ft rrors remaining in the product?
Are analyses of errors conducted to determine their process related causes?

2.3.5.

Is a mechanism used for error cause analysis?

2.3.6.
2.3.7.
2.3.8.

Are tht. error causes reviewed to detenine the processchanges required to prevent
diem?
Is a mechanism used for initiating error prevention actions?
Is review e.iciency analyzed for c€ich project?

2.3.9.

Is software productivity analyzed for major process steps?

2.3.2.
2.3.3.

2.4. Prrccess Ccntrol
The process control questions concern the definition of the development process and the
meý.hanlsms for identifying process problems, correcting process deficiencies, and preventing their recurrenca.
2.4.1.

Does senior maiu igemnt h..ve a mechanism for the regular review of the status of
software development pr•oý.s?

2.4.2.
2.4.3.
2.4.4.
2.4.5.
2.4.6.
*

2.4.7.

IUa mft'hadsm used for plriodically assessing the software engineering process
and L-plementing indicated imnorvements?
Is a mecha'nrmused fus identifying and resolving system engineering issues that
affect software?
Is a m.,!cta,:.,n used for indi:np1ently calling inmegration and test issues to the
attention of he pioject inanager?
Is a mechanism useC fo, regular tecl'nical interchanges with the customer?
Is a x.'echaidsmused for ensuring complia.ce with the software engineering
stanw,, ds?
Do software development first-line managers sign off on their schedules and cost
estimates?

2.4.8.

Is ' mechanism used for ensuring traceability between the software requirements
and top-level design?

2.4.9.
2.4.10.

Is a mechanLsm used tr controlling changes to the software requirements?
Is there a formal management process for determining if the prototyping of software fuwcvions is an appropriate part of the design process?

The amewue to the quabtlone should refect standard orgenizadonal practice.
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2.4.11.

Is a mechanisr, used for ensuring vateability between the software top-level and
detailed designs?

2.4.12.

Are intembi software design reviews conducted?

2.4.13.

Is a mechanism used for controlling changes to the software design?

2.4.14.

Is a mechanism used for ensunng traceability between the software detailed design
and he code?

2.4.15.

Are formal records maintained of unit (module) development progress?

2.4.16.

Are software code reviews conducted?

2.4.17.

Is a mechanism used foi controlling changes to the code? (Who can make changes
and under which circumstances?)

2.4.18.

Is a mechanism used for configuration management of the software tools used in
the development process?

2.4.19.

Is a mechanisn used for verifying thkt the samples examined by Software Quality
Assurance am truly representative of the work performed?

2.4.20.

Is there a mechanism for assuring that regres. on testing is mutinely performed?

2.4.21.

Is tdare a mechanism for asswing the adequacy of regression testing?

2.4.22.

Are formal test case reviews conducted?

18
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3. Tools and Techinology
This section deals with the tools and technologies used in the software engineering process.
It aims at ascertaining the degrea to which the contractor's process employs basic tools and
methodologies. (In subsequent .evisions of this document, this section will be expanded as
the applicability and effectlvenoss of advanced tools and methodologies become more fully
established.)
3.1.
Is automated configuration control used to control and track change activity
throughout the software development process?
3.2.

Are computer tools used to assist in tracing software requirements to software

design?

3.3.
3.4.

Are formal design notations such as PDL used in program design?
Are computer toWs used to assist in tracing the software design to the code?

3.5.
3.6.

Is the majority of product development implemente! in a high-order language?
Are automated test input data generators used for testing?

3.7.

Are computer tools used to measure teat coverage?

3.8.

3.10.

Are computer tools used to track every required function and assure that it is
tested/verified?
Are automated tools used to analyze the size and change activity in software components?
Ar automated tools used to analyze software complexity?

3.11.
3.12.

Are automated tools used to analyze cross references between modules?
Are interactive source-level debuggers used?

3.13.

Are the software development and maintenance personnel po.vided with interactive documentation facilities?

3.14.

Are computer tools used for trackdng and reporting the status of the software in the
software development library?
Are pnrotyping methods used in designing the critical performance elcments of
the software?
Are prototyping method- used in designing the critical elements of the manmachine interface?

3.9.

3.15.
3.16.

The answere to

questions should reflect standard organlzadonal pructice.
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Addenda
Addendum A: Software Engineering Experience
A complete assessment of a contractor's capability to produce quality software at a particular facility should Include an evaluation of the experience level of the software development
personnel at tat location. The experience level of the development staff significantly and
directly Influences the cost of software development projects. Information about experience
level is normally obtained during source selection from proposals or from review team interviews. However, for the purpose of this evaluation, suggested questions are listed below.
A.1
A.2
A.3

A.4
A.5

A.6
A.7
A.8

A.9

W'Nat Is the median number of years of applicable experience of
software development managers?
What Is the median number of years of applicable experience of
software Integration and test managers?
What percentage of the software development staff has a
bachelor degree or higher in computer science or software engineering?
What Is the median number of years of software development
experience of the software staff?
What percentage of the software staff has at least one year of
development experience with the design and Implementation
languages to be used?

Of those with such experience, what Is the median number of
years of experience with those languages?
What Is the median size, In source lines of code, of software development projects completed In the last five years? The size of
the snallest project? The largest?
What is the total size of the software development organization,
Including direct professionals, management, and support personnel?
What is the total number of software engineers ,- the organization?
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Addendum B: Software Engineering Process Maturity

Levels
Five levels of process maturity have been defined for the assessment of software engineerIng organizations.
9 Level 1 Initial
s Level 2 Repeatable
* Level 3 Defined
* Level 4 Managed
* Level 5 Optimized

Lsvel I - Initial Process
The Initial environment has ill-defined procedures and controls. While positive responses to
some of the organizational questions are likely, the organization does not consistently apply
software engineering management to the process, nor does it use modem tools and technology.

Level 2 - ,epeatable Process
At Matur;ty Level 2. the organization uses standard methods and practices for managing
software development activities such as cost estimating, scheduling, requirements changes,
code changes, and status reviews. The organization will provide positive responses to most
of the following questions.
1.1.1
1.1.2

*1.1.3
*1.1.6
1.2.2
1.3.1
*
*2.1.3
2.1.4

0

2.1.5

For each project involving software development, is there a designated software
mauagr?
Does the project software manager report directly to the project (or project

development) manager?
Does the Software Quality Aasuranwe (SQA) function have a management reporting channel separate from the software development project management?
Is there a software configuration control functioti for each p.roject that involves
software development?
Is them a required training program for all newly appointed development managers
designed to familiarize them with software pruject management?
Is a mechanism used for maintaining awareness of the state-of-the-art in software
engineering technology?
Is a formal procedure used in the management review of eah software development prior to making contractual commitments?
Is a formal procedure used to assure periodic management review of the status of
each software development project'
Is ther' t mechanism for assuring that software subcontractors, if any, follow a
discip•ned software development process?

The asem to the questions should reflet otandard organizational prmctlce.
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2.1.7

For each project, are independent audits conducted for each step of the software
development process?

2.1.9

"*2.1.14

Are coding standardsapplied to each software development project?
Is aformalprocedureused to make estimates of software size?

*2. 1.15
*2.I.16

Is aformalprocedureused to produce software development schedules?
Are formal procedures applied to estimating software development cost?

2.1.17

Is a mechanism used for ensuring that the software design teams understand each
software requirement?

2.2.1

Are software staffing profiles maintained of actual staffing versus planned staff-

*2.2.2

ing?
Are profiles of software size maintained for each software configuration item, over
time?

*2.2.4

Are statistics on software code and test errors gathered?

2.2.7

Are profiles maintained of actwA versus planned software units designed, over
time?

2.2.8

Are profiles maintained of actaal versus planned software units completing unit
testing, over time?
Are profiles maintained of actual versus planned software units integrated, over
time?

2.2.9
2.2.10

Arc target computer memory utilization estimates and actuals tracked?

2.2. i I

Are target computer throughput utilization estimates and actuals tracked?

2.2.12

Is target computer I/O channel utilization tracked?

2.2.16

Are software treuble reports resulting from testing tracked to closure?

2.2.18

Is test progress tracked by deliverable software component and compared to the
plan?

2.2.19
*2.4.1

Are profiles maintained of software build/releabe content versus time?
Does senior management have a mechanism for the regular review of the statu. of
software development projects?

2.4.5
*2.4.7

Is a mechanism used for regular technical interchanges with the customer?
Do software development first-line managers sign off on their schedules and cost
estimates?
Is a mechanism used for controlling changes to the software rtquirementss?

*2.4.9
*2.4.17

Is a mechanis used for controlling changes to the code? (Who can make changes
and under which circumstances?)

2.4.20

Is there a mechanism for assuring that regression testing is routinely performed?

Level 3 - Defined Process
At Maturity Level 3, the organization not only defines its process in terms of software engineering standards and methods, it also has made a series of organizational and methodo-
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logical Improvements. These specifically Include design and code reviews, training programs for programmers and review leaders, and Increased organizational focus on software
engineering. A major Improvement in this phase is the establishment and staffing of a software engineering process group that focuses on the software engineering process and the
adequacy with which It is implemented. In addition to the questions for Level 2, organizations at Level 3 will respond "yes"to most of the following questions.
1.1.4

Is there a designated individual or team responsible for the control of software
interfaces?

1.1.5

Is softwarem ystem eligineering represented on the system design team?

*1.1.7

Is there a software engineering processgroup function?

1.2.1

Does each software
worikstation/terminal?

1.2.3
1.2.4
*1.2.5
1.3.2

developer

have

a

private

computer-supported

Is there a required software engineering training program ior software developers?
Is there a required software engineering training program for first-line supervisors
of software development?
Is a fbrmal training program required for design and code review leaders?
Is a mechanism used for evaluating technologies used by the organization versus
those externally available?

"*2.1.1

Does the softwarm organization use a standardized and documented software development processon each project?

2.1.2

Does the standard software development p'rocess documentaton describe the use
of tools and techniques?
Are standardsused for the content of zoftware development files/folders?

2.1.6
2.1.8

Is a mechanism use, for assessing existing designs and code for reuse in new
applicatios?

2.1.10

Are standark applied to the preparation of unit test cases?

2.1.11

Are code mantainability standardsapplied?

2.1.18

Are man-machre interface standards applied to each appropriate software devel-

*2.2.3

Are statisucs on software design errors gathered?

*2.2.15

Are the action items m.sulting from design reviews tracked to closure?

*2,2.17

Are the action items resulting from code reviews tracked to closure?

2.4.3

Is a mechanism used for identifying and resolving system engineering issues that
affect software?

2.4.4

Is a mechanism used for independently calling integration and test issues to the
attention of the project manager?

*2.4.6

Is a mechanism used for ensuring compliance with the software engineering
standards?

opment project?

The answser to th. questions should reflect standard orgaalzational practice.
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2.4.8

Is a mechanism used for ensuring traceability between the software requirements
and top-level design?

2.4.11
*2.4.12

Is a mechanism used for ensuring traceability between the software top-level and
detailed designs?
Are internal software design reviews conducted?

*2, •. 13

Is a mechanism used for controlling changes to the software design?

2.4.14

Is a mechanism used for ensuring traceability between the software detailed design
and the code?

2.4.15
*2.4.16

Are formal records maintained of unit (module) development progress?
Are software code reviews conducted?

2.4.18

"2.4.21

Is a mechanism used for configuration management of the software tools used in
the development process?
Is a mechanism used for verifying that the s&nples examined by Software Quality
Assurance are truly representative of the work performed?
Is there a mechanism for assuring the adequacy of regression testing?

2.4.22

Are formal test case reviews conducted?

*2.4.19

Level 4 - Managed Process
At Maturity Lever 4, the organization typically bases its operating decisions on quantitative
process data, ard conducts extensive analyses of the data gathered during software engineering reviews and tests. Tools are used Increasingly to control and manage the design
process as well as to support data gathering and analysis. The organization is learning to
project expected errors with reasohable accuracy. In addition to questions for Levels 2 and
3, organizations at Level 4 will respond "yes" to most of the following questions.
1.3.3
* 1.3.4

Is a mechanism used for 'Jeciding when to insert new technology into the development process?
Is a mechanism used for managing and supporting the introduction of new technol-

2.1.12
*2.1.13

ogies?
Are intemal design review standardsapplied?
Are code review standardsapplied?

*2.2.5
•2.2.6

Arm design errors projected and compared to actuals?
Are code and test errors projected and compared to actuals?

•2.2.13
*2.2.14

Are design and code review coverages measured and recorded?
Is test coverage measured and recorded for each phase of functional testing?

*2.3.1

Has a managed and controlled process database been established for process
metrics data across all projects?
Are the review data gathered during design reviews analyzed?

*2.3.2
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*2.3.4

Is the error data from code reviews and tests analyzed to determine the likely
distribution and characteristics of the errors remaining in the product?
Are analyses of errors conducted to determine their process related causes?

*2.3.8

Is review efficiency a"ayzed for each project?

2.3.9
*2.4.2

Is software productivity analyzed for major process steps?
Is a mechanism used for periodically assessing the software engineering process
and implementing indicated improvements?

2.4.10

Is there a formal management process for determining if the prototyping of software functions is an appropriate part of the design process?

Level 5 - Optimized Process
At Maturity Level 5, organizations have not only achieved a high degree of control over their
process, they have a major focus on Improving and optimizing its operation. This includes
more sophisticated analyses of the error and cost data gathered during the process as well
as the Introduction of comprehensive error cause analysis and prevention studies.
* 1.3.5

Is a mechanismused for identifying and replacing obsolete technologies?

*2.3.5

Is a mechanism used for error cause analysis?

"*2.3.6

Are the error causes reviewed .to determine the process changes required to prevent

*2.3.7

them?
Is a mechanism used for initiating error prevention actions?

The answers to the questions should reflect standard organizational practice.
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Addendum C: Technology
This section defines a method for evaluating the software engineering technology of a contractor. The quality of a software process is affected by the stage of software technology
employed. Two stages for describing the level of software technology have been defined.
Stage A - Inefficient Technology
An organization that primarily employs inefficient software development technology is likely
to be ineffe,,'tlve in developing software. Many different Implementations may be available
and the practice may be in widespread use, but the technology is no longer effective.
Moreover, at this technology stage some important software engineering practices are not
practical in large, complex developments.

*

Stage B - Basic Technology
An organization that primarily employs basic software development technologies is likely to
be moderately effective and, depending upon the matur.ty of its process, reasonably consistent in its performance. Multiple implementations are available, and they have been demonstrated to be effective. Organizations at Stage B will respond "yes" to most of the following
questions.
..1I

1

3.2

S3
*

3.4
*3.5

Is automated configuration control used to control and track change activity
throughout the software development process?
Are computer tools used to assist in tracing software requirements to software
design?
Are formal design notations swch as PDL used in program design?
Are computer tools used to assist in tracing the software design to the code?
Is the majority of product development implemented in a high-order language?

3.6

Are automated test input data generators used for testing?
Are computer tools used to measure test coverage?

3.8

Are computer tools used to track every required function and assure that it is
tested/verified?
Are automated tools used to analyze the size and change activity in software components?
Are automated tools used to analyze software complexity?
Are automated tools used to analyze cross references between modules?

3.9
3.10
3.11
""3.12
"3.13
*3.14
3.15

Are interactive source-level debuggers used?
Are the software development and maintenance personnel provided with interactive documentation facilities?
Are computer tools used for tracking and reporting the status of the software in the
software development library?
Are prototyping methods used in designing the critical Performance elements of
the software?

The answers to the questions should reflect standard organizational practice.
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Are prototyping methods used in designing the critical elements of the manmachine interface?
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Addendum D: Assessm-ent Recording Form
Contractor Software Engineering Capability
j

Contractor Code

]Guide

Version

C38
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Contractor Software Engineering Capability
Guide Version

Contractor Code

The answbrs to these questions should reflect standard organizational practice as implemented by a sint Is poject.
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Contractor Software Engineering Capability
Contractor Code

Guide Version

The answers to these questions should reflect standard organizational practice as implemented
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Addendum E: Follow-up Questions
It Is recommended that, when appropriate, the assessment team ask for amplification of responses to the assessment questions. The team should request actual data supporting the
responses. Usted below are ten follow-up questions for amplifying data. The Assessment
Recording Form Indicates the number of the appropriate follow-up questions for each assessment question.
1.Where responsibility asbignments are questioned, request the name of a specific individual, tenure Injob, job description, and evidence of activity, such as
monthly reports, meeting reports, control logs.

*

*

2.Where the existence of a group Isquestioned, request names of members, the
organization represented, and recent meeting agendas and minutes.
3.Where the existence of education or training programs is questioned, request
the schedule of recent courses offered, course outlines, names of attendees,
and qualifications of Instructors and students.
4.Where the existence of a mechanism, procedure, standard, criteria, or guideline is questioned, request a copy of the controlling document, Its revision history, the name of individual(s) responsible for tracking, job description(s), and
recent Issue/activity reports.

*

5.Where the use of profiles, tracking reports, planned vs. actual comparisons,
and measurements arG questioned, request the three most recent reports,
measurement summaries, or comparisons.

6.Where computations or analysis of data Isquestioned, request copies of theI
most recent computations, analysis reports, or summaries showing results or
conclusions raached.
7.Where the Initiation of actions are questioned, request copies of recent actionI
tracking and/or summary reports.
8.Where the conduct of certain actions or use of facilities Isquestioned, request
evidence Inthe form of procedures, responsibilities, or tracking systems to
demonstrate performance.

c

40

9.Where the existence of a fauility, capability, practice, or method is questioned,
request supporting evidence ir the form of Inventory lists, tracking and usage
reports, Instruction manuals, education programs, etc.
10. Where the use of an automated tool or facility Isquestioned, request a demonstration of that tool or facifty.
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Glossary
This glossary should be used in conjunction with the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software
Engineering Terminology (ANSVIEEE STD729-1983) published by the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers, February 18, 1983. Wherever possible, common software engineering terminology has been used. Where terms in this document are not included in the
IEEE Standard Glossary or have special meaning in the context used here, they are described in this glossary.
contractor evaluation - A process by which a contracting organization uses the re-ults of
contractor assessments and other Information to determine the relative capability of contractors.
error prevention analysis - A process that is typically conducted by a working group of
software engineering professionals who developed the code in question. It is an objective
assessment of each arror, its potential cause, and the steps to be taken to prevent it. While
placing blame is to be avoided, such questions as mistakes, adequacy of education and
training, proper tools capability, and support effectiveness are appropriate areas for analysis.
formal procedure - A documented series of steps with guidelines for use.
mechanism - A means or technique whereby the performance of a task, procedure, or
process is assured. The mechanism may involve several organizational elen"rnts, and its
documentation may Include some combination of furfion statements, operating plans, position descriptions, and/or formal procedures. The documentation defines what should be
performed, how It should be performed, and who is accountable for the results.
process - A systematic series of mechanisms, tasks, rid/or procedures directed towards
an end. The software engineering process documentation defines the sequence of stepts
usod to produce a finished product. Each step is described as a task that is performed by
using a software enginecring methodology or an administrative procedure, and it prescribes
the automated tools and techniques to be used.
process data - The data that is gathered about the software engineering process. It typically includes review, test, and resource data by process phase and change activity. To be
most meaningful, this data should be associated with the prncess documentation, the tools
and methods used, md the characteristics of the product being produced.
process database - A repository into which all process data is entered. It is a centralized
resource managed by the process group. Centralized control nf this datambase ensures that
the process data from all projects are permanently retained and protected.
process group - The software engineering process grouo is composed of specialists :oncerned with the process used by the development organization for software developmeoit.
its typical functions include defining and documenting the process, establis.ninj and defining
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metrics, gathering data, assisting projects in analyzing data, and advising management on
areas requiring further attention. The process group typically conducts quarterly management reviews on process status and n.ay provide review leaders.
process metrics - Those measurements established for each step in the software engineering process that are used to determine its effectiveness. The metrics define the results
of each process stage and relate them to the resources expended, errors introduced, errors
rqmoved, and various coverage, efficiency, and productivity indicators.
review coverage - The degree to which all code in a software product has been reviewed.
It is typically stated as a percentage and measures the percentage of the lines of executable
code or design statements evaluated by the review process.
review data - The data that is gathered from design or code reviews. This data is of two
types. The first, concerning the review process, typically includes preparation time, lines of
code per hour of preparation time, errors identified during preparation (by category), hours
per error found in preparation, review time, lines of code (or design statements) reviewed,
code (or design statements) reviewed per hour, and errors found per review man-hour (by
category). The second type, product data from the review, typically includes errors found
per line of code (or design statement), action items identified from each review, action items
closed for each review, Items nesding re-review, re-reviews conducted.

•

review efflclency - The percentage of errors found through the review process. It is typically stated as G percentage and is calculated by dividing the total errors found during review by the total errors found by both review and test through the completion of product and
system integration tost. It does not Include those errors found during acceptance test or
field usage.
review leader - Typically a member of the process or assurance group who is thoroughly
trained in the review process. The review leader's role i3 to ensure that the participants are
properly prepared and that the review is efficiently and thoroughly conducted. The review
loader Is responsible for recording review data, making sure that the actions resulting from
the review are completed, and for conducting re-reviews where appropriate.
standard - An approved, docurneliod, and available set of criteria used to determine the
adequacy of an action or object.
test coverage - The amount of code actually executed during the test process. It is stated
as a percentage of the total Instructions executed or paths traversed.
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